Munster Community Association Minutes 2019

Thursday June 20th, 2019.
Attendees: Bruce Ewan, Iain Clogg, Dave Tellier, Georgia Read, Tami Campbell. Jessica
Breckenridge, Susan MacDonald, Connel Browne, Genn Browne, Gabi Beyer, Jude Sammon,
Laura Doane, Christine McNabb,
Guest speakers: Bob White, Bonnie Fuller, Gabe Braden (Steampunk Robotics)
Guest:
Bonnie - The coffee group is getting together a group for the 50th Anniversary of Munster. They
are welcoming anyone that wants to help. The idea is to use the community centre and tents
outside. The date in mind is June 13th 2020. The first house built in Munster was in April 1970.
Bob - Bob also would like to celebrate the 50th anniversary of Munster. Have the oldest resident
come to the party, write a newsletter. Maybe the City of Ottawa can help with a grant. The
library has lots of information about the history of Munster. Bob is thinking about shirts and cups
to represent Munster’s anniversary. Maybe use the logo that Munster already has and expand
from there. We could work together on this.

Bob discussed the ball tournament. He made $5200.00. The money was divided up $1500.00 to
the cancer fund.,Moore family for brain cancer fund, $2000.00 to the goalie academy and
$1000.00 to an anonymous family dealing with the loss of a loved one. The rest goes into a
slush fund to help with future events.
Gabe is the CEO and founder of Steampunk robotics with youth.
Interested in the use of the community center for youth ages 8-14 yrs to have a workshop. At
the end of the workshop have a challenge of a robot tournament them a challenge. He has his
first aid and he is looking for 10 participants. The cost is between 45.00 and 55.00 dollars per
workshop. Iain will look at dates to see when the community centre is a available.
Official meeting
Minutes from the last meeting were approved with Jess first and Iain second.
Iain wanted to say thank you to everyone for your contribution to the Potluck dinner tonight.
Laura stated she did not have much to say other than she had the kid zone pictures from the
ball tournament. Moving forward Laura will post to Facebook and give to Jess what will be
downloaded to the MCA website.

Gabi talked about the Munster Monster soccer team. There are 53 kids and the shirts have
been ordered.
Connel asked about the football. Genn said she would talk to her husband and see if he could
help. Maybe have pick up football and maybe this year or next year. Genn to contact Christine
to get ideas. Not on Monday as Soccer is on Monday this year.
Susan said that the boxes for the flowers have come. Susan has a goal of the 50th Anniversary
of Munster to beautify Munster. Susan is still getting rid of outdated signs in Munster.
Bruce did not have any updates
Discussion about the Canada Day fireworks may need to be increased as the fireworks maybe
more expensive. We can ask Jeremy to do the Fireworks shopping. The building supplies for
the fireworks would be 150.00.
Jude discussed that everyone would be back to advertise plus we have a new one MX 101
motorcross as a sponsor . We have City of Ottawa, Thomas Kavanagh, Saunders Farm, Jock
valley Farm, Four B Farms,Staples, Brokerlink and the MCA.
The candy corner will have freezies and gator aid.
Thanks to King’s Independent for the Ice. Jude said she thanks each one individually.
Great job with the sponsors.
The flyer will be printed by Friday and get into the mailboxes by Monday.
Mark Saunders reached out and would like to offer a a Munster opening day of Frightfest to
Munster as a Community event on September 21st. Everyone from Munster can get in free. We
can have MCA membership drive at this time at table out front. Maybe spin it with information
coming up about Munster’s 50th anniversary.
It is also at the same time as the General Public.
MCA approved with Georgia first and Genn second it.
Genn spoke about the MCA membership. The membership will be out in August and September
21st as the deadline. They will be delivered in 2019. Just working out the kinks on some of it
now. Perhaps an electronic option or paypal. There will be one night at Danby’s for anyone who
missed it as a last call.
Connel had an idea of having a cookie decorating afternoon for the youth.
Tami discussed the Canada Day celebration. There is volunteer sheet circulating around for
sign up. We are making it a family event. They have saved 190.00 on inflatables, 350.00 on the
tent rental and 200.00 on the face painting. They have saved about 1500.00 so far and so that
could go towards the fireworks. The left over candy will be sold back to MCA members . Laura
is doing a scavenger hunt for the kids with crafts and colouring sheets. Jess will update the
emails and do a mass email for Canada Day.

Iain discussed the community center. He has 4-5 rentals over the summer. Working with Derek
Dowd to get shelving done in the bunker. The city of Ottawa is looking at the replacing our push
bar system on the front door.
Christine’s computer is not working well but they are still working on it. Hopefully all ready for
the next Newsletter.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:00. Genn to first and Susan to second.
Next meeting is Thursday September 19th.

